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NATURAL DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 

BETWEEN SOME NATURAL BUNDLES 

W. M. MtKULSKl, Krakow 

(Received August 8, 1991) 

Summary. Let F and G be two natural bundles over w-manifolds. We prove that if F 
is of type (I) and G is of type (II), then any natural differential operator of F into G is of 
order 0. We give examples of natural bundles of type (I) or of type (II). As an application 
of the main theorem we determine all natural differential operators between some natural 
bundles. 
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1. NATURAL BUNDLES AND BUNDLE FUNCTORS 

Throughout the paper all manifolds are assumed to be paracompact, without 
boundary, second countable, finite dimensional and smooth, i.e. of class C°°. Maps 
will be assumed to be C°°. 

Let Mfn be the category of all n-dimensional manifolds and their embeddings, 
FMfn the category of all fibered manifolds over n-manifolds and their morphisms, 
and let B: FMfn —* M fn be the base functor. Given a functor F: Mfn —* FMfn 

satisfying B o F = -dA//n, we denote by pj^: FM —• M its value on an n-manifold 
M and by Fxf: FXM - - Ff(x)N the restriction of its value Ff: FM -+ FN for / : 
M —» N to the fibres of FM over x and of FN over / (#) , x £ M. 

The concept of a natural bundle over ?i-manifolds was introduced by A. Nijenhuis 
([11]) as a modern approach to the classical theory of geometric objects. Using the 
results of D. B. A. Epstein and W. P. Thurston ([3]) we can formulate the definition 
of natural bundles as follows. 
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Definition 1.1. A natural bundle over n-manifolds is a functor F: MFn —• 
FMfn satisfying flof = idA//n and the localization condition: if i: U —• M is the 
inclusion of an open subset, then Fi: FU —* (PM)~~1(U) *S a diffeomorphism. 

If we replace (in Definition I J ) M/„ by the category Mf of all manifolds and all 
maps and FMfn by the category FMf of all fibered manifolds and their morphisms 
we obtain the concept of bundle functors, [7]. The Weil functors TA of A velocities 
([10]) and the functors T ^ of linear higher order tangent bundles ([6]) are examples 
of bundle functors. Of course, the restriction of a bundle functor to M/ n is a natural 
bundle. The classification of natural bundles can be obtained by the Palais-Terng 
theorem [12], see [5]. 

We say that a natural bundle (a bundle functor) F is linear if F: Mfn —• VMfn 

(F: Mf —• KM/) , where VMfn (VMf) is the category of all vector bundles over 
n-manifolds (of all vector bundles, respectively) and their vector bundle morphisms. 

Let M, N, P be manifolds. A parametrized system of smooth maps fp: M —• N, 
p G P is said to be smoothly parametrized, if the resulting map / : M x P —• N is 
of class G°°. 

Proposition 1.1 ([3], [8]). Every natural bundle F: Mfn —• FMfn (every bundle 
functor F: Mf —• FMf) satisfies the regularity condition: if f: M x P —• N is a 
smoothly parametrized family of embeddings (of maps, respectively), then the family 
Ff: FM x P —• FN defined by (Ff)p = F(fp) is also smoothly parametrized. 

2. NATURAL DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 

Let F, G: M / n —• FMfn be two natural bundles. Given a manifold M £ Mfn we 
denote by TFM the set of all locally defined smooth sections of the bundle FM —*• M. 
Suppose that we have a family D of functions DM > TFM —• TGM, M € M / n such 
that Dom (DM(<r)) = Dom((r) for any <r 6 TFM. 

Definition 2.1 ([14]. A family D as above is called a natural differential operator 
of F into G if the following naturality condition is satisfied: for any M € M/ n , any 
a £ TFM and any embedding <p: M —> N of two n-manifolds we have Dtf(<p+<r) = 
<p+DM(<r)y where <p?: TFM -> TFN is defined by y>f a = Ftp o <r o <p~l. 

Definition 2.2. Let r ^ 0 be an integer or infinity. Let D be a natural differ
ential operator of F into G. We say that D is of order r if for any M 6 M/ n , any 
x £ M and any two sections cri, <r2 € TFM defined on some open neighbourhoods of 
x the condition jx(T\ = jj>2 implies DA/ (0T ) (S ) = .Djv/^X*), and r is the smallest 
number with the above property. 
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J. Slovak has proved that every natural differential operator has locally finite 
order, [13]. In particular, every natural differential operator is of order ^ oo. 

In [2], D. B. A. Epstein has constructed such natural differential operator D of 
F into G and such sections <rn, <r G TFR2, n = 1, 2, . . . , that Jo°<rn —• jg°<r 
and L>R-(<rn)(0) ~h ^R2(<r)(0) as n —• oo. Therefore the following proposition is 
interesting. 

Proposition 2.1 ([9]). Let D be a natural differential operator of F into G, where 
F, G are natural bundles over n-manifolds. Suppose that <rm, <r G TFM} m = 1, 
2, . . . are local sections defined on some open neighbourhoods of x G M such that 
j?am —• j£°<r as ??i —• oo. Suppose also that there exists a vector field X on M such 
that X(x) ^ 0 and j^(Lxa) = j£°(0), where Lx<r is the Lie derivative of a with 
respect to X. Then DM(<rm)(x) —• DM(<T)(X) as ?7i —• oo. 

R e m a r k . Lxa: Dorn(<r) —> TFM is defined as follows. For any y G Dom(<r), 
(Lx<r)(y) is the vector from T„(y)FM given by a curve t —• (<.p_t)f <r(t/), where {<pt} 
is a local flow of X near y. 

3. NATURAL BUNDLES OF TYPE (I) 

Definition 3.1. Let F: Mfn —• FMfn be a natural bundle. A section <r0 G 
TFRn is invariant with respect to the translations iff (TX)+ <T0 = <r0 for any x G Rn, 
where TX : Rn —• Rn is the translation by x. We say that F is of type (I) iff for any 
<r G TFRn defined on an open neighbourhood of 0 G Rn there exists <r0 G TFRn 

invariant with respect to the translations such that j™ ((t id)f <r) —• Jo°(tTo) as < .—.» 
oo, where id : Rn —• Rn is the identity map. 

In this section we give some examples of natural bundles of type (1). We start with 
the following proposition. 

Proposition 3.1. Let F: Mfn —+ FMfn be a Datura] bundle. Suppose that for 
every v G FoRn there exists a chart (V, <p) on F0R

n defined on an open neighbourhood 
ofv onto an open neighbourhood of 0 G R* such that 

(1) F0(* id)(V) C V for all sufficiently large t G R, 
(2) <p o Fo(t id) o <p~l is linear on <p(V) for all sufficiently large t, and 

(3) for every w G V there exists lim F0(tid)(w) G V. 

Then F is of type (I). 

P r o o f . Let us consider a section <r G TFRn defined on an open neighbourhood 
of 0 G Rn. We can assume that FoRn is an open neighbourhood of 0 G R* and 
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that Fo(t id) is linear for sufficiently large t. Moreover, we can assume that for every 

w € FoRn there exists lim Fo(t \d)(w). Using the trivialization Rn x F0R
n 3 (* v) _» 

Frx(v) € FRn we identify <r with the map ff: Dom(<r) -> F0Rn. Then (*id)f (7 is 

identified with F0(t id)offo(i id). It is easy to see that jg°(F0(< id)o^o(i id)) tends 

to j?(x -+ v0) as < -> 00, where v0 = lim F0(t id)(<r(0)). Therefore j0((t id)f <r) -> 

jo<r0 as t —• 00, where (T0 E TFRn is defined by <r0(y) = Fr^vo). D 

We have the following obvious corollaries of Proposition 3.1. 

Corollary 3.1. Let F: Mfn -> FAf fn be a natural bundle such that for every 
< € R \ {0}, F0(t id) is the identity map. Then F is of type (I). 

Corollary 3.2. Let F: Mfn -> F M / n be a natural bundle. Suppose that there 
exists a diffeomorphism ip: F0R

n —> R* such that <po F0(t id) o <p~1 is linear for all 
t € R \ {0}. Then F is of type (1) if and only if for every v G F0R

n there exists 
lim F(*id)(t>). 

Corollary 3.3. Let F: M / n - • VM fn be a linear natural bundle. Then F is of 
type (I) if and only if for any v e F0R

n there exists lim F(t id)(v). 

E x a m p l e 3.1 (Grassmann natural bundles). Let jfc ̂  1 be an integer such that 
k ^ n. From Corollary 3.1 it follows that the Grassmann natural bundle Gu of 
fc-planes tangent to n-manifolds ([4]) is of type (I). 

E x a m p l e 3.2 (natural bundles of connections of higher order). Let r ^ 1 be 
an integer. By Corollary 3.2, the natural bundle Cr of connections of order r on 
n-manifolds ([14]) is of type (I). 

Ex am p 1 e 3.3 (natural bundles of symmetric and antisymmetric covariant tensor 
fields). Let p ^ 0 be an integer. Using Corollary 3.3 we see that the natural bundle 
APT* (S^T*) of p times covariant antisymmetric (symmetric, respectively) tensor 
fields is of type (I). 

E x a m p l e 3.4 (natural bundles of tensor fields). Let p,q ^ 0 be two integers. 

It follows from Corollary 3,3 that the natural bundle T^p,q^ of q times covariant and 
p times contravariant tensor fields over n-manifolds is of type (1) if and only if q ^ p. 

E x a m p l e 3.5 (cotangent bundles of higher order). Let r ^ 1 be an integer. 
Let T**: Mfn -+ VMfn be the linear natural bundle of cotangent bundles of order 
r defined as follows. Given M € Mfni then Tr*M = Jr(M,R)0 is the space of 
r-jets with target 0 of maps M —> R. Then Tr*M with the source projection is 
a vector bundle over Af. Every embedding <p: M —• N induces the map V*?: 
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T**M — VN, T'lptiZ.-y) = j£ ( x )(7 o<p~l). It is well known that T<r>|M/n is dual 
to Tr*t where T ( r^: Mf —• K M / is the linear bundle functor of tangent bundles of 
order r, [6]. It follows from the following general lemma that jTr* is of type (1). 

Lemma 3.1. Let E: Mf —> VMf be a linear bundle functor. Suppose that F: 
Mfn —• VMfn is natural isomorphic to the dual natural bundle (E\Mfn)

m. Then 
F is of type (I). 

P r o o f . One can assume that F = (E\Mfn)*. Consider an arbitrary w G 
F0R

n = (E0R
n)*. It follows from Proposition 1.1 that for every v G E0R

n, 
F(<id)(u;)(i;) = u(E(\id)(v)) -> u(E(0)(v)) as t - • oo. Therefore there exists 
lim F(tid)(u>), and we can apply Corollary 3.3. O 

t — • o o 

E x a m p l e 3.6 (fiber product of natural bundles of type (I)). Let E, F: Mfn —> 
FM fn be two natural bundles of type (I). It is obvious that the fiber products EXQF 

of E and F is of type (I). 

E x a m p 1 e 3.7 (natural closed subbundles of natural bundles of type (I)). Let E: 
Mfn —• FMfn be a natural bundle of type (1). Let F: M fn —• FM fn be a natural 
closed subbundle of £ , i.e. a natural bundle such that FM is a closed subbundle 
of EM for any M G M / „ , and F<p = E<p\FM for any embedding <p: M —> N. It 
is easy to see that F is of type (I). For example, the natural bundle Cy of torsion 
free connections of order r on n-inanifolds ([14]) is a natural closed subbundle of Cr. 

Hence C? is of type (I). 

4. NATURAL BUNDLES OF TYPE (II) 

Definition 4 . 1 . Let G: Mfn —* FMfn be a natural bundle. We say that G 
is of type (II) iff for every v G G0R

n either G(t id)(v) = v for all* G R \ {0} or 
lim G(< id)(v) does not exist. 

E x a m p l e 4.1 (Grassmann natural bundles). The Grassmann natural bundle 

Gk of Ar-planes tangent to n-manifolds is of type (II). 

E x a m p l e 4 . 2 (natural bundles of tensor fields). Let p, q ^ 0 be integers. Then 
T0>»*) described in Example 3.4 is of type (II) iff p > q. 

E x a m p l e 4.3 (linear tangent bundles of high order). Let r ^ 1 be an integer. 

Let T^ be the linear bundle functor of tangent bundles of order r, [6]. Then 

T^\M fn is of type (II) (see Lemma 4.1). 
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E x a m p 1 e 4.4 (Weil functor). Let TA : Mf -* FMf be the Weil functor of A 
velocities, [10]. Then (by Lemma 4.1) TA\Mfn is of type (II). 

Lemma 4.1. Let E: Mf —• FMf be a bundle functor. Then E\Mfn is of 
type (II). 

P r o o f . Let v G #oRn be a point. Suppose that E(tk\)(v) —• v0 as t —• oo. In 
particular. vm = E(mid)(v) —• vo as m —* oo. Then it follows from Proposition 1.1 
that v = £ ,(m-id)(vm) --> EO(v0) as m -> oo, i.e. v = EO(v0). Hence £(< id)(i;) = 
E(t id)EO(v0) = -£O(v0) = v for all / G R \ {0}. D 

E x a m p l e 4.5 (natural subbundles). Let E: Mfn —* FMfn be a natural bun
dle of type (II). Let G: M fn -> FMfn be a natural subbundle of E. Then G is of 
type (II). 

E x a m p l e 4.6 (natural bundles of non-vanishing tensor fields). Let p, q ^ 0 be 
integers. Then the natural bundle T^p>q^° : Mfn —• FMfn of non-vanishing q times 
covariant and p times contravariant tensor fields is of type (II). 

E x a m p l e 4.7 (natural bundles of Riemannian metrics). The natural bundle 
Riem: Mfn —• FMfn of Riemannian metrics is of type (II). 

E x a m p l e 4.8 (fiber products of natural bundles of type (II)). Let E,G: 
Mfn —* FMfn be two natural bundles of type (II). It is obvious that the fiber 
product £ XQG is of type (II). 

5. AN ORDER THEOREM 

The main result of this paper is the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.1. Let F, G: Mfn —* FMfn be two natural bundles and let D be a 
natural differential operator of F into G. Suppose that F is of type (I) and G is of 
type (II). TAeu D is of order 0. Moreover, for any section a G TFRn defined near 
0 G Rn we have G(tid)(DUn(<r)(0)) = DUn(<r)(0) for allteR\ {0}. 

R e m a r k . In [1], J. Debecki has proved that any differential operator of TP(&T*P 

into Tq ® Tmq is of order 0. Thus Theorem 5.1 is a generalization of the above fact. 

P r o o f . Consider a section <x G TFRn defined on a neighbourhood of 0. 
Let &o G TFRn be a section invariant with respect to the translations such that 
io°((*id)f <r) —• jo0o as t —• oo. Of course, L&x<Jo = 0, where d\ is the canon-
ial vector field on Rn. It follows from Proposition 2.1 that G(tid)(D(<r)(0)) = 
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D((*id)f<r)(0) - D(<ro)(0) as t - oo. Hence G(tid)(D(<r)(0)) = D(<r)(0) = 
D(<ro)(0) for all t G R \ {0}, for G is of type (II). Let <r' G TFRn be another section 
such that <x'(0) = <r(0). Let <r0 G TFR" be invariant with respect to the translations 
such that io°((< id)f <r') - • j0<r0 as t -^ oo. Then <r0(0) = <x0(0), i.e. <T0 = 0Q. Hence 
D(<r)(0) = D(<ro)(0) = D(<TQ)(0) = D(<r')(0). Using the naturality condition we see 
that D is of order 0. • 

6. APPLICATIONS 

We give the following two applications of Theorem 5.1. 
(I) We determine all natural differential operators of a natural bundle of type (I) 

into the restriction of a bundle functor. 

Let G be a bundle functor and P a fixed manifold such that card(P) = 1. Let us 
denote by Gp: Mf —• FMf the trivial bundle functor defined as follows. For every 
M G M / , GPM is the trivial bundle M x GP over M with the projection onto the 
first factor. For every map / we define Gf = / x idc?p. Let ify: GpM —• GM, M G 
M / , be the natural embedding given by ^(x^y) = Gx(y), where x: P —* {x} C M. 
We prove the following corollary. 

Corollary 6.1. Let F: M fn —• FMfn be a natural bundle of type (I) and let 
G he a bundle functor. Then there exists a bijection between the set of all natu
ral differential operators of F into Gp\Mfn and the set of all natural differential 
operators of F into G|M/n given by {DM} —* {*$/ o DM}> In particular, if G 
has the point property, i.e. card(GP) = 1, [7], then every natural differential op
erator of F into G|M/n is equal to the constant natural differential operator of 
F into G\Mfn given by TFM 3 <r -+ c^|Dom<r G TGM, where c% G TGM, 
cii(x)ei(ii((x}xGP)cGxM,xeM. 

P r o o f . Of course, the function {DM} —• { I ^ O D A / } is a well defined injection. 
We prove that the function is a surjection. Let D be a natural differential operator of 
F into G|M/n . It follows from Lemma 4.1 that G|M/a is of type (II). By Theorem 
5.1, for every section <r G TFRn defined near 0 we have G(*id)(D(<r)(0)) = D(<r)(0) 
for all t G R \ {0}, i.e. D(<r)(0) G Imi£-. (see the proof of Lemma 4.1). Using the 
naturality condition we get that Im D(<r) C Imi^ for any <r G TFM. Q 

We say that a natural bundle F: Mfn —* FMfn is transitive iff for every v,w G 
F0R

n there exists an embedding <p: Rfl — Rn such that F<p(v) = w. If F: Mfn -> 
FMfn is a transitive natural bundle of type (I) (for example, the Grassmann natural 
bundle G* of ib-planes tangent to n-manifolds or the natural bundle C? of torsion 
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free connections of order r on n-manifolds), then we can reformulate Corollary 6.1 
as follows. 

Corollary 6 . lW. Let F: Mfn —• FMfn be a transitive natural bundle of type (I) 
and let G: Mf —• FMf be a bundle functor. Let e 6 rFRn be a fixed section 

with Dom(e) = Rn . Then there exists a bijection J between the set of all natural 

differential operators of F into G\Mfn and GP (P is as in Corollary 6.1) given 

by J(D) = GP(D(e)(Q))} where P:Rn - • P. The inverse bijection K is given by 

K(P) = {DM } , "here l?M(<r)(x) = iG
M(x,p) for every a 6 YFM, xeM,M eMfn. 

P r o o f . By Corollary 6.1 we can assume that G = Gp. Then (0,J(D)) = 
-ftt-(e)(0) and IfM(tr)(x) = (*,p). We see that (0 ,JoK (p) ) = (0,J({Z>^})) = 
d|»(e)(0) = (0,p) for every p e GP. Therefore J o K = id. It remains to show 
that K o J = id. Let D be a natural differential operator of F into G p |M / n . Let 
q = J(D) e GP. We have to show that Dq

M = DM for every M e Mfn. Of course, 
0jn(e)(0) = (0,g) = D*n(e)(0). Consider a e VFM and x e DormV). Since F is 
transitive there exists an embedding ip: Rn —> M such that F(p(e(Q)) = a(x). By 
Theorem 5.1, D and Dq are of order 0. Using the naturality condition we decude that 
D'M(<r)(z) = Dj,(v>.(e))(*) = CV(0i-(-)(O)) = Gp<p{D*«(e)(0)) -= DA,(IT)(«) 

as well. D 

(II) Using Theorem 5.1 we find all natural differential operators between Grass-
mann natural bundles. 

Corollary 6.2. Let kj^ i be two integers such that Ar, / < n. Let D be a natural 

differential operator of the Grossman n natural bundle Gk into the Grassmann natural 

bundle Gt over n-manifolds. Then k = / and DM(&) = 0* for every a e TGkM. 

P r o o f . We know that Gk is of type (I) and G\ is of type (II). Let a e TGkR
n 

be a section defined near 0. Suppose that D(a)(0) ^ <r(0). Then there exists a 
linear isomorphism (p: Rn -> Rn such that d<p(a(Q)) = a(0) and dip(D(a)(0)) 7-
D(a)(0). On the other hand, it follows from Theorem 5.1 that D is of order 0, 
and then D(a)(Q) = D(y?*<r)(0) = (<pmD(a))(0). This is a contradiction. Hence 
D(a)(Q) = <r(Q). Using the naturality condition we deduce that DA/(<T) = a for 
every a e TGkM. D 

R e m a r k . Of course, this list of applications of Theorem 5.1 is not complete. 
For example, we can use Theorem 5.1 to find all natural differential operators of Gk 
into 7W>, of T&uO into T^M) , of T^P) into G*, of Cr into Gib e.t.c. 
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